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Wensleydale Railway — Northallerton Connection
Extract from By Rail to Victory, The Story of the L.N.E.R. in Wartime; Norman
Crump; London and North Eastern Railway; 1947.

From Chapter V, Dunkirk and After, p20 (photo) & pp44-46.

“In the north of Yorkshire there is a junction at Northallerton. Here the line
from Leeds and Harrogate to Tees-side and the coast passes under the main line
from York to the north, which goes over it on a bridge. There are various
connecting lines, all controlled by the most modern signal-box in the country. It
is no exaggeration to say that if this junction had been destroyed, the whole
North-Eastern Area with its network of vital lines would have been cut in half.
Northallerton is perhaps the most vulnerable point on the whole L.N.E.R.
system.

Something had clearly to be done about it. Therefore a short avoiding line
was built, which left the main line about a mile north of the vital bridge where
the one line crossed the other; and ran down to the low-level Leeds line, which it
joined at Boroughbridge Road crossing. From this last point one of the existing
connecting lines leads back to the main line, about a mile south of the bridge.

This solution seemed simple enough, but there was one snag. At
Northallerton a single-line branches off to the west, and winds over the moors to
Hawes. The emergency avoiding line had to pass under this branch [but] the
levels and gradients were such that there was only five feet of clearance.

To get over this difficulty, a temporary overbridge was built for the Hawes
line. This ran on rollers, and in case of need could be got out of the way very
quickly and easily. This would leave the avoiding line free for traffic, but would,
of course, close this section of the Hawes branch. Fortunately there was already
in existence a spur, which ran off the Hawes branch beyond the emergency
bridge, and joined the main line a mile to the North, so the Hawes trains could
be run up that spur on to the main line and then be reversed back into
Northallerton.

This avoiding line was one of the many precautions which in point of fact
were never needed. But the line with its curious bridge was to be seen at least as
late as the autumn of 1946.”
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